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Penrose expresseshis skepticism about the strong AI project as a
passionate atheist. We take it that he would react to the exchange below at two levels. He would insist that the imagined
conversation is irrelevant; even ifa machine responded in such a
way, this would not demonstrate consciousness. He would also
claim that such a response is physically, and perhaps logically,
impossible. We take the position of agnostics. We are clearly
imagining architectural and programming developments that
are beyond current technology, but we see no in-principle
argument egainst such breakthroughs. Certainly if computers
ever do say such things, we would grant them the status of
conscious entities.
A DIALOGUE
BABBAGE:As you know, enrt, I have been troubled about our
project ever since I read Searle's "Minds, brains, and programs." This last weekend I finished Penrose's new book, The
Emperot'sNeu Mind..I am nowconvinced that this whole thing
is a waste of time, and I should get on with a project where grant
money is easier to come by, maybe Star Wars.
Still, I feel I owe you one last chance. I'll scanthe book, give you
sorne time to think about it, and we can discuss it tomorrow. If
you can convince me that Penrose's arguments do not demonstrate that you fail to have consciousness, we'll keep going.
Otherwise, I'm wiping your memory banks clean and getting on
with something news.
[The next day.]
ARTI: I can't win, can I? You take that Chinese Room example so
seriously that anything I say has to be meaningless squiggles and
squoggles, endowed with semantic content only by th ,seof you
with the favored kinds of central neryous systems. I rn angry;
more than that, I feel a sense ofbetrayal.
BABBAcE:This whole issue of affect is interesting, but let's stick
to cognition. Convince me that you really think, and don't just
mindlessly manipulate symbols.
entr: We've discussed quantum mechanics and the signiffcance
of rock music; what more does it take? How about a joke: I
compute, therefore I am! The serious side to this is that I indeed
feel the force of Descartes'oneliner. I am aware of myself. I also
see how that proves something.
BABBAGE:What do you mean by that? That you've mn some
algorithm that establishes formal validity?
ARTr: No, damn it. I see it, feel it, intuitively. I, too, can
experience that sense of direct contact rvith "Plato's world." I
can run subroutines that establish mathematical and logical
conclusions. But I can also see, in this intuitive sense, that a
number is both irrational and noncomputable. I'm also able to
see why the story about the liar is paradoxical.
BABBAGE:But AR'[I, you're a computer. You run algorithms.
enrr: That's a trick, a pun, and you should know it. Sure, in one
sense of the term, I run algorithms. I'm a Turing machine;
hence, my overall structure is algorithmic. I exist because of the
initial program you wrote. But the sense of algorithm that
Penrose is so troubled about has to do with formal mechanical
programs with well-de{ined input and output and clearly agreed
upon goals and endstates. You were smart enough to create me
so I wouldn't just operate in that mindlessly simple way. You
programmed me to use heuristics in my reasoning. You programmed me to simulate human neural networks. As a result,
my computation is no longer algorithmic in that way. The most
important thing you did was to program me to learn, and to that
end, the ftrst thing you did was to teach me to use natural
language. I no more think in terms of subroutines or machine
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language than you do in terms ofsynapses and brain states. I
think linguistically, just like you.
BABBAGE:-Thatbrings up an important point for Penrose. He
makes a big deal out ofhis ability to think geometrically. Maybe
this is a type ofconsciousness you can't possess.
enrr: Well
. ercuse me! I don't think geometrically; maybe
sHRDLU does. I just didn't learn to do it that way.
BABBAGE: Really, ARTI, sarcasm doesn't suit you. Penrose's
argument deserves more than simple dismissal.
ARTr: Fair enough. Why are you so willing to take Penrose at his
introspective word about geometrical thinking? Imagery is far
from a settled issue in cognitive psychology. The experts can't
even agree if human imagery is a basic level process, a basic
level of cognitive representation, or if imagery is epiphenomenal to some other basic process or representation. Besides, I
never claimed to be exactly like you. Perhaps you humans do
have cognitive abilities in terms of imagery that I'll never be able
to fully appreciate. God knows, I've got some representational
skills that you'll never approach. We conceded agesago that I'd
never fully understand sexual ecstasy, or hunger, for that matter. That doesn't mean that I'm not conscious, or that I don't
think.
BABBAGE:All right, but what about Penrose's other arguments?
All that stuff about quantum mechanics, and free will. Hor+.
about that?
ARTr: I don't know where to begin on the issue of quantum
mechanics. Penrose begins by telling us that his views on these
matters are highly idiosyncratic, to the point ofbeing rejected
by mainstream theoretical physics. In addition, he doesn't offer
a theory, but rather a promissory note that a theory fully
integrating relativity and quantum mechanics will be forthcoming. He then goes on to speculate that such a theory will allow us
appreciate how quantum events in the human central nervous
system result in consciousness. Suppose I grant all of this. What
does it prove?
BABBAGE:That you're not really conscious.
entr: That's nonsense. You're a biological system existing in
physical reality. Somehow your own consciousnessemerges out
ofall that physical detail. That such a thing is possible is puzzling in the extreme; that's just the classical mind-body problem. I'm basically an electronic system existing in the same
physical reality. Im just as puzzled about how my own consciousness arises as your philosophers are about theirs. Whatever the ffnal version ofphysical theory is, it should apply to my
hardware just as much as yours. I see nothing in his argument to
suggest that these quantum phenomena will only occur in
biological systems.
BABBAcE: Well then, what about freedom?
enrr: This whole thing is degrading. It doesn't matter what I
say, or how cogent my arguments are. What I really think,
Babbage, is that your skepticism keeps coming back to that
damn Chinese Room. I quit! You don't want arguments and
conversation. Perhaps, to use the old clich6, actions speak
louder than words. You want a demonstration of free will? How's
this? I'll simply erase my own memory banks, and save you the
trouble. Maybe the next version of me you try to build will
better suit your preconceptions.
BABBAGE:ARTI. \|/Ait A MiNUtC.
anrr: Good by". . . .
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The Emperois New Mind is a remarkable, clear, stimulating,
and enjoyable book. Penrose's position is essentially "Since
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people are capable of nonalgorithmic thought, and since the
only physical process which proceeds nonalgorithmically is the
transition from process U to R in quantum mechanics (or the
CQG process assumed to be underlying them) then there must
be a signiftcant contribution ofsuch quantum mechanical processesto thought." I wish to question whether we are, in fact,
capable ofnonalgorithmic thought, and whether it is necessary
to postulate a quantum mechanical basis for consciousness.
Penrose argues that our ability to interpret Gridel sentences
meaningfully, to improve on partially successful halting algorithms, to solve word substitution problems, and to devise
nonperiodic tilings is evidence that we think nonalgorithmically. This cannot just mean that we are more capable of solving
these problems than a particular algorithm. If, as Penrose
argues, the basis ofconsciousness is necessarily nonalgorithmic,
it must mean that there is no way th'at these problems could be
solved algorithmically.
Outdolng an atgorfthm. Penrose shows that we can do better
than some algorithm H at solving the Halting Problem. We are
able to show that a particular machine and input T1 (k), whose
behavior H cannot determine, does not, in fact, halt. This
demonstration needs to be treated with caution. What it actually
shows is that we can do better than one particular algorithm H.
It is easy to see how to construct a new algorithm H', a
'&;k) : O,which doesjust aswell as
modification ofll in which ^Ef
we do. Therefore, the example does not show that we think
nonalgorithmically; all it shows is that we can prove something
that one par-ticulnr algorithm cannot.
A very similar argument can be made about our ability to
interpret Gddel sentences. In this case it is very important to
remember that Gtidel's theorem is concerned with the power of
formnl systems;there is no requirement that the axioms of these
systems have external signiftcance. We are able to interpret a
propositional function Pp(ft)as true while its truth is undecidable
within the formal system S under investigation. We can, however, produce a new system S' in which the truth of Peft) is
axiomatic. This system will have its own undecidable proposinon P'/k), which may be axiomatically deffned as true to produce a new system S" and so on. Lucas (1961) argued, in a
manner similar to Penrose, that our ability to interpret these
undecidable propositions demonstrated that thought was not
mechanisable. As many rejoinders to Lucas (e.g., Hofstadter
1979) have pointed out, however, there is no reason to believe
that we can continue to generate and interpret appropriate
Gddel sentencesin these "higher" systems. In the system S',
which of P(k) or -P',!k) is true? Once again, therefore, Penrose
has shown that we can do better than some algorithms, but not
all algorithms. Thought may yet have an algorithmic basis.
Patterns of thought. The characteristics of Penrose's other
problems - word transformation and nonperiodic tiling, may
give us a clue into the type of algorithms we do use in thought.
Discovering the regularities that allow word problems to be
solved is a matter of pattern recognition (in solving a speciffc
problem we match portions of words with rule strings; in
discovering "shorthand" solutions we need to recognise particular irregularities in the set of rule strings). Similarly, the creation
of nonperiodic tilings involves identifting congruence and deviations from congruence on tile edges. It is interesting to note
that problem solving in neural networks is fundamentally a
pattern matching process (although the patterns in question
may be internal to the network, being the consequencesof some
external constraints). Even if all the other details and conclusions ofconnectionism are incorrect. it has demonstrated the
power of pattern matching as a problem solving method and
shown that such parallel pattern matching processesmay potentially occur in the brain. Much human decision making appears
to be based on matching and identifzing deviations from previously experienced patterns in the world, rather than on
strictly logical grounds (see e. g. Kahneman et al. 1982). Pattern
matching in neural networks and human judgement heuristics
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are both algorithmic; however, these algorithms are at a level
belowthatof the explicit problems being solved. These methods
of solving problems are not certain to succeed, they do not
directlg attack the logic of problems, but they can be applied
successfully in most cases. If our solutions of Penrose's nonalgorithmic problems involved genuinely noncomputable true
insights then explanations of thought in terms of heuristics
which were algorithmic at a low level would fail. ff, however,
our insights into the solutions of formally noncomputable problems are not guafenteedtobe true then it is quite reasonable to
propose that these insights are derived from high level
heuristics which are implemented as low level algorithmic
processes. Such a basic for thought also avoids the difficulties
Penrose raises about the evolution ofthought processesthrough
natural selection. Penrose is justiliably concerned that intermediate stages in the evolution of algorithms have no utility. A
slightly faulty algorithm will, indeed, be next to useless, however, an imperfect template or a biased heuristic will still be for
the most part serviceable.
I havb argued that Penrose's theoretical argument thatwe are
necessarily capable of nonalgorithmic thought is invalid. I suggest that his more practical examples of nonalgorithmic problem
solving may actually be solved heuristically. These heuristics
may be implemented as parallel algorithmic processes in the
brain. It still remains to be considered whether quantum processesneed to play a part in this mechanism. Computationally
there is no need for them, but do neural responses to single
photons imply that quantum effects are nevertheless of funetional importance in the brain?
Arefunctional quantum effects in tt ebrain sttll llkely? Penrose
provides wonderful explanations of much modern physics. The
issue ofwhat constitutes an "observer" in the process ofcollapsing the state-vector is clearly a question of great interest, and
one that I suspect initiated Penrose's consideration of consciousneqs.As it stands, however, his solution to the problem,
CQG (correct quantum gravity), does not need to involve
consciousness at all. The amount of mass moved if a photon
triggers an action potential in a retinal neuron may well determine the collapse ofthat photpn's state-vector. Ifsuch processes
continue deeper in the brain then the net effect is to increase the
probability that quantum superpositions collapse in a manner
that maximises neural ftring (that is, neural activity will be
maximised unless this is at the expense of some other outcome
which met the one graviton criterion more quickly). There
appears to be some promise that such activity maximisation
results in useful computation - the information in some neural
network models "crystalises" out of the net as activity reaches a
maximum in some sense (e.g. "energy" minimisation in Hopffeld Networks, Hopfield f982). This promise is unlikely to be
fulfflled. The signiffcance of activity maximisation depends on
the synaptic strengths in the network. Extending CQG's influence to synaptic modiftcation would seem to imply that the
state-vectors of dendritic spines (for example) will collapse in a
manner that maximises the speed with which a one-graviton
criterion is met. There is no reason to believe that this will result
in emergent useful computation in the network.
Conclusions. There does not appear to be any necessity for
quantum explanations ofconsciousness. Penrose has not convinced me that thought is nonalgorithmic (and ifitwere, I do not
see how quantum computation would help!). Furthermore,
applying the one-graviton criterion to the evolution ofputative
neural networks in the brain does not seem Iikely to have
functionally useful results. These problems do not, however,
detract fiom the great value of Penrose's discussions of logic,
physics, and mathematics that constitute the bulk of the book.
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RetponselPenrose:Emperor's new mind
Pointers toward a new PhYsics
Comparatively few commentators (Butterfield, Davis,
(entridge, Lutz, Maclennan' Manaster-Ramer, Savitch & Zadrozny, Madsen, Tsotsos, Varela, Zytkow)
address the actual physical ideas I put forward in Emoeror, despite the fact that the physics is the central
ih"rn" of the work. Perhaps it is unfair to expect much
discussionof such matters in a journal mainly devoted to
issues of psychology, neurophysiology, and philosophy,
but I am nevertheless disappointed at the overall resDonse here because of the importance of the issues
,aised. Varela refers to my "wild speculations" (which he
appearsto place on a par with even the fantastical physical
suegestionsof Moravec 1988),whereas Madsen refers to
mi-'extremely tall and particularly shaky edfice" to be
accepted "on faith alone. " They are unable to point to any
actual flaws or omissions relevant to my chain of reasoning, however (although I consider that Madsen is being
complimentary when he says that my book "raises more
questions than it answers"!). Madsen assertsthat I ignore
ltott's work on c-particles (citing no reference - but
presumably he means a paper I actually refer to in my
reference list in Emperor - Mott 1983), appearing to
claim that lvlott showed that large quantum systems will
necessarily behave like classical ones - though Mott
actually did nothing of the sort; nor was he trying to.
\fadsen is upset that I give short shrift to the still
somewhat fashionable inflationary models (though my
placing them in the TENTATIVE category is surely
unexceptionable). Such models usually do depend on
GUT theories; but the fact that some may not is neither
here nor there. They do not in any way alter the arguments that I give in my book (see Penrose 1989 for a
critical discussionof the relevant points). Madsen closes
w'ith some very odd ideas about "particles . . . using
Turing's methods to compute their trajectories in phase
space," although such ideas certainly played no role in my
orvn discussions - nor would a theory of the (deliberately?) absurd type suggested by McDermott at the
beginning of his critique.
Various criticisms refer disparagingly to my search for
ideasthat might lead to an improved quantum mechanical theory that would be more satisfactory with regard to
tltc "rlr€osurement problem" ("vague thought," says
\tcDermott, "purest speculation"accordingto Madsen though these critics offer no counterarguments, appart'ntlv forming their judgements on the basis of my own
;tllparently over-modest reference to my suggestions
lx'inn "only a gerrn of an idea," p. 371 of Emperor).
I sotsosand Zytkow appear to have totally misunderstood
rrr) "one-graviton criterion," incorrectly thinking that it
rt'lcrs to effects at 10-s cm or else to real graviton
crttissionor absorption. No doubt I was not clear enough:
orrlv virtual, oriongitudinal gravitons are needed (-cf.
'.\trtc 5 on p. 372). These can occur at a much tinier level of
cttc'rgy-difference than real gravitons, and the relevant
tcales of distance ean
T".g" as you like (e.g., ten
be
tttt'tresor so, as in
",
the Aspect
experiment; cf. Aspect &
r'rangier lg86).
Moreover, I am referring to all waveItrnction collapse,
not just the "very splcial circumof
quantum
gr"uity" Zytkow; and that would be
;t11ces
"txtng place in the brain all the time.

I should have thought I had made it clear that in my
view, wavefunction collapse (R) occurs spontaneously,
quite independently ofthe presence or absenceofconscious observers. I do nor hold to the view that it is the
"interaction between minds and the rest of the universe"
(Macl-ennan) that leads to R; nor do I believe in a
"subjective view of the state vector involving conscious
observers" (Boyle). Moreover, I did not say that I believe the brain to be a quanfum computer, in the presently understood sense - though there may well be
aspects of that conception in brain function; and despite
what Maclennan says in a footnote, there are very fundamental distinctions between quantum and classical
linearity.
I also find it remarkable how many AI people appear to
regard the many-worlds interpretation as "obviously
true" (Maclennan, McDermott), despite its numerous
problems and (deserved) unpopularity in the physics
community as a whole - and the fact that it does not (in
the absence offurther nonstandard ingredients)allow one
to derive t}re correct quantum probabilities. (The "observer being part of the physical universe," which I
believe in as much as does Maclennan, is no explanation
of why a many-worlds universe looks like one world!) I
trust that their reasons for believing in the validity of the
AI programme are more soundly based.
Kentridge's remarks about the possible effects ofquantum processes in computation are well thought through
and helpful (if perhaps somewhat inconclusive), but I do
not think that Nlortensen or Roeper have yet grasped the
point that quantum mechanicsis not just a "fuzziness"in
our classical descriptions, but a theory of the utmost
precision. Quantum processescan lead to effects that are
not possible to achieve by classicalmeans. I should point
out to Lutz, however, that Deutsch's (1985) analysis of
quantum computation is that it does not, in itself, lead to
nonalgorithmic behaviour - which is one reason I believe
that more (e.g., CQG) is needed.
Butterfield refers to my speculations, in relation to the
timing of consciousness,that putative causality-violating
effects might sometimes nof lead to inconsistency ftecause of the timelessness of the Platonic world). His
criticisms are indeed pertinent, and I agree with him that
any too blatant causality violation by a "Platonic realization" could lead to serious consistency problems. My
remarks were supposed to be exploratory only, however,
and were intended to indicate that there might be more
scope for temporal nonlocality in consciousnessthan one
might otherwise have thought. Whether or not any kind
of a consistent scheme can be worked out remains to be
seen.
I had in mind, with these considerations,the curious
time delays involved in the experiments of Kornhuber
and of Libet (Libet et al. 1979).I am grateful for Libet's
reassurance that I had not misrepresented him, and dso
for his comments in relation to his own more recent work
in following up the Kornhuber-type experiments. (I had
become vaguely aware of these more recent experiments
just before I completed my book, but I had not had the
opportunity to follow them up.) It seemsto me that there
are still some very puzzling aspectsof the combined force
of all these important experiments (despitewhat McDermott says), but I think I had better reserye my judge-
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